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	For the Fourth Edition of this innovative text, 2001 Nobel Laureate Joseph E. Stiglitz again joins forces with one of the world's top monetary economists, Carl E. Walsh, who brings both macroeconomic expertise and teaching savvy to the project. Together, Stiglitz and Walsh thoroughly integrate contemporary economics into the traditional curriculum. Highlights of the new edition are the continued unsurpassed coverage of the economics of information and imperfect markets, and the emphasis on the critical role of capital markets in the macro economy.

	

	Stiglitz and Walsh embrace the information revolution as an opportunity to revitalize the presentation of economics by linking fundamental concepts and basic models to examples in the "new economy."
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Multicarrier Techniques for 4G Mobile CommunicationsArtech House Publishers, 2003
At recent major international conferences on wireless communications,
there have been several sessions on beyond third generation (3G) or fourth
generation (4G) mobile communications systems, where modulation/demodulation
and multiplexing/multiple access schemes related to multicarrier
techniques have drawn a lot of attention....
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Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing, Part II: 11th International Conference, ICA3PP 2011, Workshops, Melbourne, Australia, OctoberSpringer, 2011

	This two volume set LNCS 7016 and LNCS 7017 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing, ICA3PP 2011, held in Melbourne, Australia, in October 2011. The second volume includes 37 papers from one symposium and three workshops held together with ICA3PP 2011...
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Emotional Intelligence Pocketbook: Little Exercises for an Intuitive LifeCapstone, 2017

	A practical "how-to" guide to changing the way you think about your emotions


	Bestselling personal development author Gill Hasson is back with this pocket sized guide to dealing with your emotions. Learn how to understand yourself and those around you with practical tips and tricks that will help you be more...
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Microsoft Access 2016: The Complete GuideCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	Microsoft has made many strides with the Access program since its invention. Over the years it has risen has one of the most dominant database programs with user-friendly features. Access 2013 is a part of the Office 2012 and so have similar commands and features as that of Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel. Information can easily be shared...
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Alan Simpson's Windows Vista Bible, Desktop EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The best of Windows Vista in a handy desktop size
   Make Windows Vista your own with this convenient reference drawn from the very best of bestselling author Alan Simpson's Alan Simpson's Windows Vista Bible. Master the basics of PCs and operating systems, get started on Vista, and move ahead to multimedia, adding...
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Supply Chain Optimization, Design, and Management: Advances and Intelligent Methods (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2010


	The supply chain of both manufacturing and commercial enterprises comprises a highly distributed environment,

	in which complex processes evolve in a network of companies (see Figure 1). Such processes

	include materials procurement and storage, production of intermediate and final products, warehousing,

	sales, customer service, and...
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